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Abstract

This paper evaluates the suitability of the CIMOSA modelling framework for the specification of control architectures for manufacturing systems. An architecture can be seen as a set of specifications that express the functions of components and their interfaces. Based on the characteristics of architectures, several requirements on architecture modelling techniques are defined. These requirements are used in the evaluation, which is illustrated by an industrial application. CIMOSA offers adequate constructs to specify concurrent processes and their interactions, and to specify process behaviour. The framework separates architectural concerns from implementation matters and provides multiple views. Dynamic constraints, which are used to non-deterministically specify system behaviour, cannot be represented. In addition, the semantics of the formal model reveal some inconsistencies. The CIMOSA modelling framework is now accompanied by some methodologies that aim to guide the user in the application of the framework. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of an architecture is to structure a complex system. It largely determines the effectiveness as well as the flexibility of a system. Therefore, the design and analysis of an existing or perceived architecture is essential for system operation. Currently, a number of modelling frameworks are available that aim to provide the necessary formalisms for sound design of architectures.

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the suitability of the CIMOSA architectural framework for the specification of control architectures for manufacturing systems. CIMOSA — computer integrated manufacturing open system architecture — consists of a modelling framework and an integrating infrastructure [1,2]. The latter is used for model execution support, and is not considered in this paper. CIMOSA aims to support system designers with descriptive modelling of enterprise operation which allows the identification of the needs for operational information as well as the information produced during the operation itself. It is exactly this kind of modelling that is used for defining a control architecture.

The architectural framework CIMOSA has inspired many researchers e.g., [3–7]. An overview of CIMOSA applications is given in [8]. Research on the modelling framework includes an extension with the economic view by Neuscheler and Spath [9], and a critical review of the theoretical aspects by Kotsiopoulos [10]. The European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) has made an evaluation of
CIMOSA's constructs for modelling enterprise operational processes with the ultimate goal of monitoring and controlling the daily enterprise operation [11]. Williams et al. investigated CIMOSA and two other enterprise reference architectures [12]. However, none of these researchers has validated the CIMOSA modelling framework for architectural design.

To illustrate the framework's suitability, we use its application in a re-engineering process at Traub, a German machine tool manufacturer. For more information on this re-engineering process, the reader is referred to [13]. Results were obtained by modelling, document analysis, and literature survey.

This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, the types of architectures are described, and the characteristics of (control) architectures are given. After this, we present the requirements for architecture modelling formalisms. Then, the CIMOSA modelling framework is shortly introduced. Furthermore, we illustrate its application in the Traub case, and we make an evaluation of the framework's suitability for the specification of architectures on the basis of the defined requirements. We conclude this paper with a discussion on our findings.

2. Architectures

2.1. Types of architectures

Although the term 'architecture' is widely used in publications, it is generally assumed that the reader knows what this term means [14]. However, a lot of confusion arises since the word is used for two different meanings which deal with the integration of manufacturing entities or enterprises, namely:

- The structural arrangement (design) of a physical system such as the computer control system part of an overall enterprise integration system (Type 1).
- The structural arrangement (organisation) of the development and implementation of a project or program such as a manufacturing or enterprise integration or other enterprise development program (Type 2) [15,16].

Type 1, CIM architecture, is any method (drawing, model, description, etc.) for giving the structure or framework showing the interrelationship of all of the parts and/or functions of a device, system or enterprise. A CIM architecture comprises those aspects involved in the computer-based information technology of the enterprise concerned. A control architecture is that part of the CIM architecture that is concerned with the enterprise's production control system.

Type 2, Enterprise reference architecture, is a collection of the overall generic functions, descriptions, or behaviours of many types of systems and their associated structures or frameworks. It presents a life-cycle development methodology for all aspects of the enterprise concerned.

In this paper, we reserve the term 'architecture' for the first type. We consider an architecture of a system or product as the result of a design process. It is a set of specifications that express the functions of components and their interfaces. The abstraction level of the specifications is higher than that of the specifications that are the result of later design activities. Drafting an architecture is concerned with the specification of components, their interfaces, their interactions, and constraints. This specification serves as a basis for further design and implementation activities, and should satisfy the imposed requirements. Thereby, architectural design succeeds the definition of requirements, and precedes the detailed design of components.

2.2. Characteristics

Architectural design consists of the specification of logical components and their interfaces. The architecture specifies functions that are assigned to the components, allowed inputs and outputs, and the logical relations between components. Furthermore, an architecture defines constraints on the functions and their interactions.

For instance, an architecture might specify a component 'fine planning' that plans jobs, and which operates in parallel with other components. The input for this component might for instance be a set of jobs and information about the status of executing resources; the output might be a list of production resources with allocated jobs. Such a list might be part of the interface between two components. For example, the set of jobs that are allocated to an
executing function, might be the output of a function Fine Planning and part of the input of the function that controls that specific executing element. The interaction between these two functions is the one-way exchange of jobs and — possibly — the feedback of monitoring information. A rather obvious example of a constraint is that the set of jobs allocated to production resources must be similar to the set of jobs that is input to the fine planning component. The following is an example of a dynamic constraint, which originates from a desire to fully utilise a specific executing element, say M:

For each system state i must hold that, if in state i jobs are available that might be executed on M, and if M is idle, it is not allowed that in state $i + 1$ resource M is still idle. This constraint specifies the priority of resource M over other resources [17].

The design of the solutions that embody these constraints should not be part of the architecture design.

An architecture can be looked at from different points of view. Apart from looking at a control architecture from a functional viewpoint, a designer has to take into account other aspects as well. For instance, a designer wants to be able to concentrate on the structure of information objects — such as the jobs in the previous example — and the relationships between them. It follows that several aspects of architectures are relevant to the overall design task, and that a designer has to construct a number of models. Each of these models omits those aspects of the system under study which are considered not to be relevant for the present purposes, and tends to concentrate on one single aspect of the architecture in question (i.e., aspect models). The use of a set of models allows the designer to deal with a number of relations between the essential elements of the system under construction.

3. Requirements on modelling techniques

Based on literature and on our own experience, we have identified a number of requirements a modelling technique has to fulfil in order to support a designer in the specification of control architectures [18,19]. In Section 5, these requirements are illustrated and explained in more details. Note that the following set is not pretended to be exhaustive.

The main requirement is that the technique should be able to appropriately express the architectural characteristics of a system as described in the previous section. This means that the technique has to provide the ability to specify concurrent processes, the interactions between these processes in terms of exchange of messages and products, and the process behaviour. In addition, constraints on system states (static constraints) as well as constraints on changes of states (dynamic constraints) have to be specified. The technique should provide multiple views on an architecture, and modelling should result in architectural specifications that are independent of implementation concerns. The technique should be based on a formal model to unambiguously specify the architecture under design, and it should be supported by a software tool. Finally, an accompanying methodology should guide a user in the modelling process.

4. CIMOSA modelling framework

In Fig. 1, the modelling framework is represented by the CIMOSA cube. The cube offers the ability to model different aspects and views of an enterprise [1,2]. This three-dimensional framework has a dimension of genericity, a dimension of enterprise models, and a dimension of views:

- The genericity dimension is concerned with the degree of particularisation. It goes from generic building blocks to their aggregation into a model of a specific enterprise domain
- The modelling dimension provides the modelling support for the system life cycle, starting from
statements of requirements to a description of the system implementation.

- The view dimension offers the possibility to work with sub-models representing different aspects of the enterprise.

For more details, the reader is referred to the appendix.

5. Design of a control architecture with CIMOSA

In this section, we indicate how CIMOSA fulfils the requirements we defined for an architecture modelling technique. We illustrate its suitability by means of examples from the application of the modelling framework in a re-engineering process at Traub.

Traub, a machine tool manufacturer located in Germany, wanted to optimise their order planning, tool management, and order execution processes. An important requirement is to have its machine tools available for production in time. Changing order information by the customer makes it frequently necessary to reschedule manufacturing jobs. Often problems arose because manufacturing devices were not available. One of the main reasons was that the tools, necessary to fulfil the jobs, were not prepared.

To solve this problem, a tool logistic system had to be implemented, which caused some changes in the production control system [13]. Traub’s control elements can be classified into several types according to their control tasks. General control elements are area control, tool management, cell control, and machine handling. Area control is responsible for dispatching orders to tool management and cell control. Tool management sets up tools and consigns tool data for each order. The tasks of cell control are order fine planning and process monitoring. Machine handling is used to directly control the NC machines and to collect machine data for process monitoring.

Traub’s new, hierarchical control architecture was modelled with CIMOSA’s requirements definition level and design specification level. The principal area and cell control functions are captured in CIMOSA domains, the constructs that embrace the main enterprise processes. Fig. 2 shows the identified domains and their relations in the form of domain relationships. Non-CIMOSA domains are parts of the enterprise which have not been considered for the moment and which will be detailed in the future such as ‘purchase’ and ‘DNC node’, or which are closed legacy applications that can not be described such as the ‘area control’ application.

![Fig. 2. Identified domains and their relations.](image-url)
5.1. Concurrent processes and their interactions

Control systems are usually distributed systems, consisting of a set of interacting processes. These processes are under separate control and concurrently operational, but they interact with each other by the exchange of messages and products. By interaction, the processes affect each other’s behaviour; they cooperate to realise the goal of the complete system.

CIMOSA represents main enterprise functionalities as domain processes. By means of the domain process construct, CIMOSA offers a modular approach for architecture modelling; the system can be easily extended with new domain processes, and system modifications can be limited to few domain processes. Enterprise operation is structured into a set of interoperating domain processes exchanging results and requests. These stand-alone processes are triggered by events and produce defined end results. They encapsulate a set of enterprise functionality and behaviour to realise certain business objectives under given constraints. In the Traub case, examples of concurrent processes are the processing of tool data and the preparation of tools. These processes are represented in domain ‘tool management’ by two independent domain processes, namely ‘tool data processing’ and ‘prepare tools’. Fig. 3 is a partial refinement of the previous figure, showing domains and domain processes. Note that the domain processes in Fig. 3 influence each other’s behaviour.

For the exchange of messages and products, CIMOSA offers the event and object view constructs. Object views, which might be attached to events, have an informational or physical nature. In the Traub model, events that are sent and received by domain processes are either requests or, with attached object view, information reports. An occurrence of a domain process uses requests to trigger the execution of occurrences of other domain processes and uses information reports to inform other domain processes about status changes.

In the hierarchical control architecture of Traub, requests are only sent by control elements at a certain level to control elements at lower levels. Conversely, information reports are sent from a control element at a certain level to control elements at a higher level. In Fig. 3, the arrows that point down-
wards are requests; the arrows that point upwards are information reports.

5.2. Process behaviour

In addition to capabilities to represent processes, a modelling technique needs to be able to describe the internal behaviour of these processes. To realise the overall system's goal, processes cooperate and influence each other's behaviour by the exchange of messages and products. The description of this process behaviour involves the decomposition of processes and the identification of subprocesses. By functional decomposition, overall system complexity is suppressed and system design is made more manageable.

For the specification of process behaviour, CIMOSA offers the business process and enterprise activity constructs. In the previous section, it is stated that CIMOSA structures the enterprise operation into a set of interoperating domain processes which exchange results and requests. Domain processes are the root of the decomposition tree; they employ business processes which are in the middle of the decomposition tree. The leaves are named enterprise activities and are employed by business processes or, if there are no business processes, by domain processes. The behaviour of a certain business or domain process is defined by rules, according to which enterprise activities belonging to this process are carried out. Enterprise activities represent the enterprise functionality as elementary tasks, and they are defined by their inputs, their outputs, their function and their required capabilities. Comparable to the messages and products of domain processes, the inputs and outputs of enterprise activities are described by means of object views.

Fig. 4 presents the behaviour of domain process 'order processing'. For clarity some relationships have been deleted. Events, which are either received from or sent to other domain processes, are represented by a Z-shape; enterprise activities are shown as boxes labelled 'A'. Note that there are no business processes specified. The large triangles indicate behavioural rules according to which enterprise activi-

![Fig. 4. Process behaviour of domain process 'order processing' (partially).](image-url)
ties or business processes are carried out. Fig. 4 was made by the GtVOICE tool (see Section 5.7).

5.3. Constraints

Constraints are needed to non-deterministically specify process behaviour. In the previous sections, it is stated that control systems are usually distributed systems, consisting of a set of interacting processes. It must be possible to specify the behaviours of the processes non-deterministically. Intuitively speaking, this means that process behaviour may be specified only partially. Some constraints are specified and any actual behaviour is permitted as long as these constraints are satisfied. A designer wants to express only those constraints in the architecture that are necessary at the architectural level of the system specification. In this way, the greatest possible freedom can be left for the detailed design and implementation to optimise the design against all kinds of (situation-dependent) costs. This is a departure from current practice that, instead of specifying the constraints, supplies specific solutions that embody those desired constraints [18,19].

For instance, a constraint for which Traub specified a solution, is related to the domain ‘NC machine handling’ (see Fig. 3). Domain process ‘manufacturing’ may not be executed for a specific NC machine, while at the same time this machine is being set up by the execution of domain process ‘set up NC machine’.

CIMOSA does not provide adequate constructs for sufficient specification of constraints. It does offer some constructs that aim to specify constraints, such as the constraint construct, which describes limits imposed on functional elements at a qualitative or quantitative way. Declarative rules define imposed business rules as formal combinations of objectives and constraints together with the conditions under which they apply. Integrity rules express user-defined constraints on information elements i.e., elementary, atomic pieces of information, to ensure their consistency. Declarative rules and integrity rules are constructs at the requirements definition level (see Fig. 1). At the design specification level, they are transformed into integrity constraints, which are data-oriented representations of specified rules concerning information items. Some additions have been made to the CIMOSA modelling language that was used by Traub (for instance, see [20]). However, none of these constructs are capable of formally specifying some types of constraints. Especially dynamic constraints, where time aspects are involved, can not be formally specified.

5.4. Multiple views

Multiple views of an architecture are required in order to deal with several relations between elements of the system under construction. Different aspects of the architecture need to be described in an appropriate view. Consider the analogy of a building architect: a building architect works with the customer and the builder by means of a number of different views in which some particular aspect of the building is emphasised. The architect may provide the customer with scale models with the look of the building in its context. For the builder, the architect provides structural views that provide an immense amount of detail about various explicit design considerations such as electrical wiring, plumbing, heating, etc.

Similarly, a manufacturing system architect needs a number of different views of the control architecture for the various uses and users. While some particular aspects are emphasised, other detail is suppressed to avoid obscuring the real issues at stake. Two viewpoints that an architect definitely needs to consider are the functional viewpoint and the information viewpoint. The function view regards processes and their interactions, whereas the information view displays the objects that are exchanged between processes.

The CIMOSA modelling framework provides views, which it considers as ‘windows’ through which selective aspects of an enterprise can be observed and manipulated. The set of views is open, and extensions have been suggested. For example, Neuscheler and Spath proposed the addition of an economic view [9]. The original framework, as shown by Fig. 1, contains four views:

- Function view: allows observation of the enterprise behaviour and functionality for operation planning, control and monitoring.
- Information view: allows observation of the structure of business information that is used during
enterprise operations for planning, control and
decision-making processes.

- Resource view: allows observation of the enter-
prise's assets needed for carrying out the enter-
prise processes, including the use of the model to
manage (control and monitor) these assets.

- Organisation view: allows observation of the de-
cision making responsibilities in the enterprise for
function, information, resources and for the man-
gagement of exceptions and decision-making [2].

During the model creation process in the Traub
case, the function and information view were exten-
sively used, whereas the resource and organisation
view were barely addressed. It was not meaningful
for Traub to consider too many factors such as
responsibility before Traub was satisfied with the
new control structure regarding functionality and
information flow. An example of a construct of the
information view is the conceptual schema. The
conceptual schema is linked with constructs of the
function view by means of the external schema
construct. External schemata describe how the infor-
mation used by an enterprise is presented to a partic-
ular user, and therefore specifies how an object view
can be implemented [1]. Fig. 5 shows a part of
Traub's specification of the conceptual schema.

5.5. Independence of implementation concerns

The modelling technique must be independent of
methods of implementation so that the resulting ar-
chitectural specifications do not unduly constrain
implementers. A common system life cycle consists
of the following phases: determination of objectives,
requirements definition, architectural design, detailed
design, implementation, and operation. The set of
specifications that come out of the architectural de-
sign phase should fulfill the requirements, and serve
as the foundation from which the desired system can
be built. On the other hand, practice shows that
designers, while defining the architecture, at the
same time make some implementation choices. Nev-
evertheless, architectural specifications constrain later
design choices; these constraints should be imposed
by the architect, and not by the modelling technique.

CIMOSA, a descriptive rather than a prescriptive
framework, clearly separates implementation choices
from architectural specifications. Fig. 1 shows that
the cube covers the requirements definition, the de-
sign specification, and the implementation descrip-
tion phases of a system life cycle. The requirements
definition level of the CIMOSA modelling frame-
work is used at architectural design activities and not

![Fig. 5. Conceptual schema (partially).]
for the definition of requirements. The reason is that CIMOSA does not support a ‘true’ definition of requirements. Instead, the CIMOSA requirements definition level offers support in structuring a manufacturing system at a high level i.e., in defining the system architecture.

In the Traub case, the specification of both the architecture and the physical system went hand in hand. When Traub initially defined its control architecture as it is reflected by Fig. 3, it specified that the area control function had to be implemented on a workstation. In addition, personal computers were chosen for the cell control and the tool management function. Finally, communication between the area controller and the cell controller would be done with Ethernet, using the MMS communication standard. At an early stage in the system life cycle, Traub made some implementation choices. These choices were not imposed by CIMOSA, that postpones such decisions to the implementation description level, although they can be recorded as declarative rules in the requirements definition model.

5.6. Underlying formal model

The modelling technique should be based on a formal model suitable for proving the correctness and equivalence of architectural specifications. An architecture is an abstraction of a real (concrete) system, and may be specified by means of informal descriptions, graphical models, a mathematical model, etc. From all description methods, mathematics is recognised as the most appropriate one, because it permits the system under design to be specified unambiguously. In addition, the formal model should support the verification of whether a certain implementation conforms to an architectural specification [19].

In essence, the CIMOSA modelling framework is based on a formal underlying model. However, some inconsistencies appear in CIMOSA’s formal specification as it is described in [1]. Kotsiopoulos gives some theoretical shortcomings of the framework, for example the missing capability of parent processes to re-assign the ending status values of processes and activities during model execution [10]. Furthermore, he points out that a consistent language specification and a verification method are not available. These deficiencies hamper the fulfilment of CIMOSA’s ultimate goal, namely the monitoring and control of the daily enterprise operation by model execution. Nevertheless, the functional, structural, and behavioural aspects of all constructs except the constraints are sufficiently specified for architectural design.

5.7. Tool support

A modelling technique should be supported by a software tool. During the model creation process, problems might occur regarding the size and complexity of the architectural models. Models become too big to be overlooked by the user, and they become inconsistent. Furthermore, the modelling process without tool support is tardy, and maintainability and extendibility of the models are jeopardised.

Some tools have been developed for modelling with CIMOSA, such as ‘GtVOICE’, which is described in [21]. This tool ensures model consistency and reduces modelling time by easy model modification and extension. In addition, it provides non-ambiguous interpretation of CIMOSA constructs and a uniform way to present models among CIMOSA users. Finally, GtVOICE makes communication with other tools feasible, such as an SQL data server and a rapid prototyping tool kit.

5.8. Methodology support

Together with a suitable framework for architectural design, guidelines for the model creation process should be available. A designer must be guided to navigate through the modelling framework in a consistent and optimised path, in order to ensure complete, consistent and optimal models.

During the modelling process for the Traub application, no modelling guidelines were available. However, at this moment CIMOSA provides a methodology to guide users in application of its modelling framework. Zelm et al. describe this so-called CIMOSA business modelling process [22]. For modelling at the requirements definition level, the top-down modelling process starts with the identification of domains, the definition of domain objectives and constraints, and the identification of rela
tionships between the domains. Afterwards, the domains are decomposed into domain processes, which are further decomposed in business processes and enterprise activities. The modelling process at requirements definition level ends with some analyses and consistency checking. Most existing tools that support the design of CIMOSA models, such as GtVOICE [21] and SEW-OSA [3], adopt this modelling approach.

Recently, new methodologies were proposed that aim to be improvements or alternatives to the CIMOSA business modelling process. For instance, Reithofer proposes a bottom-up modelling methodology for the design of CIMOSA models [23]. He claims that the CIMOSA business modelling process can hardly be focused on processes and activities that are relevant to solve a concrete problem. His bottom-up modelling approach should not have this disadvantage. In addition, Janusz asserts that existing CIMOSA models of particular enterprises are not complete, not consistent and not optimal [24]. Also, these models often describe only functions or sub-processes limited by department borders of an enterprise. Therefore, she developed an algorithm that filters out process chains of an existing CIMOSA model. Using the algorithm, the completeness and the consistency of the considered process chains can be checked.

6. Discussion

Most characteristics of control architectures can be specified by means of the CIMOSA modelling framework. Domain processes, events, and object views are adequate constructs to specify concurrent processes and the exchange of information and products between these processes. By defining domain processes and by the establishment of relations between them, any type of control architecture may be modelled. The modular nature of domain processes makes CIMOSA models extensible and modifiable. Moreover, the framework separates architectural choices from implementation concerns, and provides an open set which contains at the moment four views to focus on different enterprise aspects. Recently, some software tools have been developed that support CIMOSA modelling at the requirements definition and design specification level.

CIMOSA lacks the capability to adequately model a wide range of dynamic constraints. The ability to specify constraints is an essential characteristic of architecture modelling formalisms. Therefore, we believe that the current CIMOSA framework needs to be extended with constructs to model dynamic constraints. Furthermore, the semantics of CIMOSA's underlying formal model reveal some inconsistencies that hamper model simulation and execution.

Apart from the specification of constraints and the semantics of the CIMOSA meta-model, another research area is the modelling of human behaviour. Active human involvement is important for successfully dealing with unforeseen events and complex situations in daily operation. Even more, the integration of humans with the system is necessary to enable a 'closed loop' of continuous learning on the human side, and continuous improvement and adaptation on the system side. This topic is not addressed in this article, since it is a design issue rather than an architectural one.

Recently, some guidelines have been defined that navigate a designer through the modelling framework, in order to ensure complete, consistent and optimal models. However, the practical value of these rules for industry has not been established yet.

Perhaps even more important for industry than a suitable framework and accompanying guidelines for the model creation process are methodologies to support designers to make the right architectural choices i.e., choices that result in flexible, effective systems. Industry needs guidelines for the architectural design of systems in order to discard inadequate options early in the design process, and to enable the selection of the best options. Clearly, these methodologies are not present at the moment. Note that it is not an objective of CIMOSA to provide such a prescriptive methodology. The CIMOSA modelling framework aims to support system designers with descriptive modelling of enterprise operation; it is a descriptive rather than a prescriptive framework.
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Appendix A

The aim of this appendix is to provide more information about modelling with CIMOSA. First, the three dimensions of the CIMOSA modelling framework are described. Then, the basic concepts of CIMOSA modelling are indicated. Note that this appendix can only give a global description of modelling with CIMOSA. For more details, the interested reader is referred to [1,2].

A.1. The CIMOSA modelling framework

In Fig. 6, the modelling framework is reprinted for convenience. The cube offers the ability to model different aspects and views of an enterprise. This three-dimensional framework has a dimension of genericity, a dimension of enterprise models, and a dimension of views.

The genericity dimension is concerned with the degree of particularisation. It goes from generic building blocks to their aggregation into a model of a specific enterprise domain.

The generic level consists of a collection of constructs, which are basic architectural building blocks that can be re-used in various architectural configurations. It includes Generic Building Blocks and Building Block Types for functions, objectives, constraints, services, and protocols. Constructs described at this level have the widest application in CIM.

The partial level is populated with partial models. These reference models are incomplete skeletons of models for particular enterprises and are applicable to a wide range of industrial sectors, companies and/or manufacturing strategies. Partial models are the prime means by which CIMOSA encapsulates industry needs, and provide a realistic and usable tool for a particular enterprise.

The particular level is entirely concerned with one particular enterprise or part of it. The particular model embodies all necessary knowledge of the enterprise in a form that can be used directly for the specification of an integrated set of manufacturing technology and information technology components, such as machines, application programs, and human resources.

The dimension of enterprise modelling consists of three modelling levels. A modelling level is a level of abstraction corresponding to one of the main phases of enterprise model development.

The requirements definition level uses a simple language to identify the business requirements of the enterprise, reflecting the objectives of that enterprise. Business requirements are concerned with defining what has to be done to fulfill the objectives of the enterprise without considering the issues of the technology employed.

The design specification level uses a computer processable language to identify and quantify, in an implementation independent format, the technology required to perform the identified processes. It structures and optimises the processes according to the overall enterprise constraints and the selected technology. The resulting model can be evaluated by simulation techniques.

The implementation description level defines in a computer executable form the means of process execution by selecting actual vendor products to provide the information technology and manufacturing technology components.

The dimension of views is composed of four views, which are ‘windows’ through which selective aspects of an enterprise can be observed and manipulated. Whilst some particular aspects are emphasised, other extraneous details are suppressed to avoid obscuring the real issues at stake.
The function view allows observation of the enterprise behaviour and functionality.

The Information view allows observation of the structure of business information used during enterprise operations.

The Resource view allows observation of the enterprise’s assets needed to execute the enterprise processes.

The organisation view allows observation of the decision making responsibilities in the enterprise for functions, information objects, resources and for the management of exceptions and decision-making.

A.2. Modelling with CIMOSA

The structuring of particular enterprise domains follows the framework of modelling levels and views. In the CIMOSA approach an enterprise is seen as a collection of inter-related but non-overlapping domains. A CIMOSA domain contains one or more domain processes as opposed to non-CIMOSA domains, which are used to describe the relationships the CIMOSA domains have with the world outside the universe of discourse. Fig. 7 shows a set of domain processes cooperating on shared objects (results and events). Domain processes provide the functionality needed to satisfy some subset of the enterprise’s business objectives. One of those processes, the domain process ‘smelting’ is detailed in Fig. 7.

The functionality and behaviour of an enterprise are decomposed hierarchically. Fig. 7 shows that domain processes are the root of the decomposition tree and that they employ business processes which are in the middle of the decomposition tree. The leaves are named enterprise activities and are employed by business processes or, if there are no business processes, by domain processes. Decomposition can be either into business processes representing lower level behaviour or enterprise activities representing functionality.

The rules according to which enterprise activities belonging to a certain business or domain process are carried out, determine the behaviour of the process. For instance, Fig. 7 shows the behaviour of the business process ‘melting’. Enterprise activities define the enterprise functionality as elementary tasks defined by their inputs, their outputs, their function and their required capabilities. The inputs and outputs of enterprise activities (information, control, and resources) are described by means of the object view construct of the information view. Fig. 7 gives an example of an enterprise activity with its inputs and outputs. For system design, enterprise activities are further decomposed into functional operations which
relate functionality to enterprise resources for execution.
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